Polish traditions
One day after Easter in Poland we’ve got *lany poniedziałek*. In English we can say wet monday. On this day people are spilling water on each other. When someone pours you, you should give him something sweat or Easter egg. Mostly the boys are those who are pouring girls.

It is a very funny tradition.
Andrzejki - Andrews

We celebrate it at night, between 29th and 30th of November. It is almost the last chance to party and entertain ourselves before advent. Nowadays Andrews are just a casual party, when people are fortune-telling.
Traditional polish predictions

- women usually pour hot wax from a candle through a key hole into cold water, and then from the arisen form they try to imagine the figure of their future lover

- some women put pieces of paper (on which they have written the names of potential husbands) under the pillow and first thing in the morning they take one out, which allegedly reveals their future husband
Noc Świętojańska - Eve of Holy Yan

It is holy celebrated at night from 21st to 22nd of June in Eve of Holy Yan. It is also the shortest night in year, summer solstice. Because it’s Holy of fire, water, sun, moon, harvest and love participants at night burn bunfires and jump through them and let wreaths on the water. If girl’s wreath was found by a young man, she’ll probably marry him, but if it has sunk, divination sais that she might become spinster.

Into traditions that Holy belongs searching for the fern blossom too. This legendary flower, which according to legends, blooms only one night in the year, has to provide wealth and prosperity.
Marzanna

*Marzanna* is a doll made of straw.

One of traditions we celebrate is drowing *Marzanna*, which takes place on the fourth Sunday of Lent. In the past people believed, that the demon of *Marzanna* was bringing death and winter, so when it was the time for spring to come back, they burned or drowned the doll to remove *Marzanna’s* bad spells.
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